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AFTER THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN FRANCE&RUSSIA IT IS TIME TO ASSESS
THE MISTRAl COSTS
FUTURE POTENTIAL BUYERS 

Paris, Washington DC, 15.08.2015, 03:13 Time

USPA NEWS - Two ships of Wars called Mistral, were non delivered by France to Russia under the order in 2014. The period fell ill in
a conflict Russo Ukrainian, entails the cancellation of France to deliver the two future Mistral "Vladivostok" and "Sevastopol". What are
the financial losses of this agreement ?

The criticism comes from some politicians, regarding the "good agreement" reached between France and Russia as said President
Hollande. What are the financial losses of this agreement and are primarily a buyer of over two Mistral?
MISTRAL SHIP COSTS RELATED TO THE NON SALE AND "DE-RUSSIFICATION“� -----------------------------------------
The ads cost about the same price of him two Mistral ships orders by Russia and whose contract had been signed, which are added
fresh delays undelivered, plus the estimated cost has babysitting 1 Million euro / month, the cost of the training of seamen Russians
Saint Nazaire. It is not simple but ships of PCBs (Versatile Buildings has capacity) car is used to transport has both men Marines
9160, 200 officers and 400 soldiers Embedded), a command post (with 150 stations), the blinds (110) tanks (13), a hospital of 69
beds and four operating rooms, military weapons, light helicopters (6 simultaneous) type heavy helicopters Puma, Tiger, NH90
Caiman- (16).
The crews and command posts were planned to be Russian.
What would have happened if the Mistral books were in effect the sign contract. See also article FRANCE AND RUSSIA HAVE
REACHED AN AGREEMENT TO TERMINATE CONTRACT SIGNED IN 2011
MISTRAL PROBLEM SETTLED SAID KREMLIN - See more at: http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-4760/france-and-russia-have-
reached-an-agreement-to-terminate-contract-signed-in-2011.html#sthash.JGncrG2B.dpuf
THE FRENCH MINISTER JEAN YVES LE DRIAN MAKES REMARKS ON FRENCH RADIO ABOUT MISTRAL-------
The French Defense minister Yves Le Drian said on RTL on 6 August.
"Paris guard ships and reimburse them.This commitment was made in 2011, we were in another era (...) Since there was the
Ukrainian crisis in which French diplomacy has greatly expanded."
The crisis is not over (...) So the president did not want to increase the threat. France will reimburse Russia all expenses incurred by
Russia on the boats."The boats are now fully owned by France".
Concerning the fate of the workers who deplore industrial waste
"They had the sense to build a partner called Russia".
FRANCE HAS ALREADY REIMBURSED 780 MILLION EUROS PAID IN ADVANCE TO RUSSIA-------------------------
According to Elysee, France has already reimbursed a large part of the sum fo Russia regarding the non sale of the two
Mistral.--------------------------------------------------------France has already reimburses 780 million Euros paid in advance to Russia. The
initial price was 1.2 billion (...) The price of the agreement will be lower (...) vessels had not been completed (...) There will be a
ratification law (...) There will be not litigation. " confirmed also the French Defense minister Yves Le Drian.

POTENTIALLY INTERESTED IN BUYING THE TWO COUNTRIES MISTRALS-----------------------------------------------
The Defense minister Yves Le Drian said that: a number of countries and they are many have indicated their interest in these boats.
"But there will be no effect on employment (...), there will, I am sure other buyers. Other countries have indicated their interest as
regards these two boats.These are very beautiful boats at various use.
It is desirable to do so as quickly as possible." Jean Yves le Drian French Minister of Defense answering eh publicity around the
Mistral saga : "I heard it for several months. Since then, France exported $ 15 billion weapons sale of euros". Potentially interested
countries were cited as Egypt (which bought ...), India see also article INDIAN PRIME MINISTER NARENDRA MODI MEETS
FRANCOIS HOLLANDE AND SIGNS CONTRACTS
AND AGREEMENTS WITH FRANCE
- See more at: http://www.newsrama.uspa24.com/bericht-3867/indian-prime-minister-narendra-modi-meets-francois-hollande-and-
signs-contracts.html#sthash.StPplf7k.dpuf) Canada, Singapore and even Brazil.
TACTICAL OR NOT TACTICAL
Concluded Minister Le Drian ". There will be no trouble finding takers" The case of non books Mistral to Russia, has been around the



media world and was able originated wide publicity around this ship war, good or bad, it will in all it's been spoken in the world.
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